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New Sam's Club receives mixed reviews 
Local businesses prepare for Sam's domination or possible help 
VICTORIA MIZEL 
Alestle Reporter 
Small business owners in the area have 
varying viewpoints as to how construction of a 
Sam's Club will affect them, ranging from opti-
mism to hopelessness. 
Some see the presence of a Sam's Club in 
the community as an advantage for their busi-
nesses. 
Cindy Kenney; owner of My Treasure 
House in downtown Edwardsville, is looking 
forward to the foot traffic it will bring her way. 
"I think it's going to bring more people to 
our community;" Kenney said. "It's going to .. . 
add jobs, give us more convenience in our shop-
ping as a community. [People] that are north of 
us or that are around us that maybe would not 
come here are going to come here and go to 
Sam's Club, but they'll also go to other places. 
It's going to draw people." 
Kenney is looking forward to the ways this 
will make stocking her store easier. 
«As a small business owner, I don't think it's 
going to impact me at all as far as sales go, but 
the way it's going to be awesome is I don't have 
to drive to St. Louis or Fairview Heights to pur-
chase supplies that I use in my business because 
it's going to be local," Kenney said. 
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As construction of the Sam's Club In Glen Carbon begins again, small business owners are either looking forward to the traffic It will bring 
or worried that the buzz of the big corporation wlll hurt their businesses. I Photo by Bria na Collier/ Alestle 
Professor works to preserve 
languages before extinction 
JOSH BOVINETTE 
A/estle Reporter 
English professor Kristine H ilde-
brandt understands that only the commu-
nity that speaks a language can save a 
language, but she won't let that prevent 
her from investigating and documenting 
four tribal languages of Nepal before they 
disappear from the planet. 
For 15 years, Hildebrandr's research 
has centered on four endangered lan-
guages from the Manang District of 
Nepal. These languages, Manange, Gu-
rung, Gyalsumdo and Nar-Phu, have be-
come endangered because, as fewer and 
fewer young people speak their native 
tongue, the languages are not passed to 
the next generation. 
Of the 6,000-7,000 distinct languages 
in the world today, it is believed by re-
searchers that more than half of the lan-
guages will disappear in the next 100 
years. 
"It's much like endangered rain forests 
or mammal species," Hildebrandt said. 
"It's not just Earth's critters and creatures 
that can become endangered but also as-
pects of our human nature, culture and 
practices can become endangered. One of 
those human aspects is language, and lan-
guage use." 
Language endangerment and the loss 
of languages is not just the result of mod-
ern day globalization, but has long been a 
part of human history. 
«Many of the reasons behind language 
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It's not just Earth's critters and creatures 
that can become endangered, but also 
aspects of our human nature ... 
Dubl Nanda Dhaka!, of Tribhuvan University, Nepal. and English language and literature 
professor Kristine HIidebrandt, of SIUE, partake in fieldwork collecting snippets otthe Gurung 
language from a native speaker in Toce, Manang District, Nepal in July. Kristine Hildebrandt English language and literature professor I Photo courtesy of Kristine Hildebrandt 
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Can,pus con,n,unity \Yelcon,es visitors fron, China 
Four professors travel to Edwardsville to learn new teaching styles 
ROGER STARKEY 
Alestle Opinion Editor 
With the ill will between China and the 
U aired States now, it might come as a surprise 
that a group of Chinese scholars are currently 
at SIUE to learn tl1e American wa)i 
Four professors from Northwest Nonnal 
University in Lanzhou, China, are visiting 
SIUE this semester to learn American teach-
ing methods. Xiuwen Guo, Xiaojuan Lv, Guo-
jun Zhao and Jian Zhao are also here to 
improve their English, learn about American 
culrure and help Americans understand Chi-
nese culrure. 
Xiaojuan Lv said the major difference be-
tween the Chinese and American teaching 
methods is how the students participate in the 
learning experience. 
"Students here are free to answer the 
teacher's questions or speak up in class," Lv 
said. "In China, students arc afraid to speak 
up, and there are typically about 40 students 
per class, so it's hard to organize a discuss.ion." 
Xiuwen Guo has been impressed with 
how SIUE professors involve-students in class. 
"Here, students get more practice," Guo 
said. "I would like to change my style to give 
the students more practice." 
In addition to learning American teach-
ing styles and strategies, the visiting scholars 
will work hard to improve their English skills. 
SIUE education leadership professor Yu Liu 
said teaching courses in English is common in 
China. 
"Most major universities want to teach 
some core courses in English, so tl1cy will send 
faculty members to English speaking countries 
to help tl1em improve their English," Liu said. 
According to Jian Zhao, English is be-
coming increasingly important in Chinese mn-
versities. 
"Using English to write is a basic skill, a 
foundation of literacy for the students," Jian 
Zhao said. 
Guojun Zhao said the content of his un-
dergraduate psychology degree in China was 
from the American teaching system. His need 
for English skills has only increased since he 
became a professor. 
"I need to read English tn1:books to get 
content for my courses. So, good English skills 
give me a better cl1ance of advancement," 
Guojun Zhao said. 
Leannng the American teaching style and 
improving meir English might be the easiest 
aspects of the Chinese scholars' semester-Jong 
stay in Edwardsville. This is me first trip to me 
j 
. Jlan Zhao from Northwest Normal University In Lanzhou, China gives a presentation to 
students at SIUE. I Photo courtesy of Howard Ash / SIUE Photographic Services 
United States for ead1 ofmem, and the Amer-
ican culrure is very different man tlleirs. 
"I feel me cu.Im.re shock," Jian Zhao said. 
"I try my best to understand tile living and 
minking styles." 
Back home, me professors' children like 
to eat American food, but tile professors never 
developed a taste for it. In me United States, 
tl1ey skip eating out and, instead, cook at 
home. Lv said even getting groceries can be 
difficult. 
"To get to the store only takes a few min-
utes when you are on the bus, but the trip can 
take up to an hour," Lv said. 
liansportation in Lanzhou is much sim-
pler. 
"In China, taxis are always alongside the 
road. There is always a taxi or bus," Guo said. 
When they make it back to their apart-
ments, they spend more time cooking their 
meals than many Americans are acmstomed 
to. 
"Because of me fast food culture, people 
here cannot understand why we take so much 
time to cook lunch," Jian Zhao said. 
All of the scholars agreed mat when mey 
first arrived in me country, mey experienced a 
great deal of culture shock. However, me 
SIUE staff and the American people have 
made mem feel welcome. 
"The SIUE faculty care about our lives 
here," Jian Zhao said. "We all appreciate mem 
very much. We all think Americans are kind 
and warm-hearted" 
No cultural exchange is complete witllout 
the visitors exposing meir culrure to me host 
country. The scholars find it difficult to sum-
marize 5,000 years of history into one presen-
tation or short conversation, but mey do meir 
best when presenting to a group. 
Liu's university roommate played a major 
role in the process that brought me professors 
to SIUE from tile ancient Silk Road trading 
post of Lanzhou. Now tile president of 
Northwest Normal University, Liu's former 
roommate contacted him about starting a pro-
gram, such as this one, two years ago. After 
much work, the program was started and me 
first participants arrived from China on Aug. 
12. 
The program may develop into SIDE 
professors and students travelling to China, 
but Liu wants to take a patient approach to de-
veloping me relationship. 
"We will gauge the success this year to see 
ifit will be done in the future," Liu said. 
While me professors are at SIUE taking 
advantage of what may be a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity, mey keep in touch wim meir 
fannlies in China mrough Skype or QQ- me 
Chinese equivalent of Skype. 
Before they return home, mey hope to 
travel co me Western U.S. in Decen1ber, or 
perhaps ew York and Washington, D.C. 
They recently remrned from a trip to Chicago. 
The visiting scholars will not be teaching 
classes dunng meir semester at SIUE. In ad-
dition to observing classrooms on campus, 
mey will make presentations to SIUE faculty, 
staff, student and alunmi. They will also ob-
serve classrooms at local middle schools. 
The professors will present their research 
to me SIUE community from 10:30 a.m. to 
11: 30 a.m. Friday, Oct. 12, in Vadalabene 
Center Room 2007. Their final presentations 
about what they have learned at SIUE and 
how they will use it on meir return to China 
will be given from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
Friday, Nov. 30 in Vadalabene Center Room 
2007. 
Roger Starkey con be reached at 
rstorkey@olesflelive.com or ~3527. Follow 
@roger_)_ storkey. 
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All You Can Eat 
FACES 
skin care 
By BAR E ESCENTUA LS salon&spa 
$1 O coupon off $50 retail purchase 
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
10% off any spa service with SIUE ID 
Expires 12.4.12 
HAIR • MAKE-UP • MASSAGES • FACIALS • NAILS • SPRAY TANS 
4 Glen Ed Professional Park • Glen Carbon, IL 62034 • 618.655.0602 
Suihi &Japanese Griff Sushi 
$1895 
Made Fresh 
When You Order 
11025 Century Drive, Edwardsville 659-9400 ,' {Off Rt. 157 behind Scott Credit Union) 
SIU E Student & 
Faculty Special 
50%an 
You and a friend get 
1 month unlimited yoga 
tor only$ 1 5each 
when you come in together 
and bring this coupon! 
(Regular price $29.99) 
tt • ft• I • 
618-205-6167 
hotyogaedwardsville.com 
Find us on Facebook 
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Pat Carter, who works in her daughter's 
antique store, The Treasure Shack, is looking 
forward to shopping there. 
"I just renewed my membership for my 
daughter and I for the shop," Carter said. 
"I'm looking forward to it opening." 
Other local business owners are more 
wary of the Sam's Club's coming. One main 
concern that many expressed is the traffic on 
the corner w1der construction. Karen Bailey, 
owner of Township Grocer in downtown 
Edwardsville, shared her fear of this change. 
"It's going to affect that traffic right 
there at that intersection," Bailey said. "It's 
going to be outrageous, absolutely outra-
geous." 
Bailey is not opposed to the coming of 
Sam's Club, but she is not looking forward 
to it. 
"I don't think it's a bad thing for the 
community," Bailey said. "I just don't know 
that it's going to build the commnnity. I 
think that there will be a group of people that 
will absolutely use it and love it and get their 
goods that they need, but I don't know that 
it's going to add anything to the commu-
nity." 
Some are more out-rightly opposed to 
the new development. Sherrie Hare; owner 
of Mr. Anthony's Fashions, is worried about 
the effects on her business. 
"I can't compete with Sam's," Hare said. 
"I'm a specialty boutique store for ladies. 
Even though they won't carry d1e same type 
[ of] things tlut I carry, I hate that they're 
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coming. I'm just going to be ====-,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,........,,.......,,,,,,,,,.,--.,.---------,--,,,, ...-... -... -. --,---,-------------, 
honest. I do." 
Hare said she is con-
cerned for the small grocery 
stores and chains in town as 
well. 
"Even though Shop 'n 
Save is a chain, it's still a 
smaller business and Dier-
berg's, of course, they are in-
dependently owned. It's a 
family business," Hare said. 
''I think it's going to hurt the 
smaller grocery businesses as 
well as even Home Depot. I 
know Home Depot and 
Lowe's are box businesses ... 
but with Sam's coming, how 
can they compete?" 
However opinions may 
differ on the coming of 
Sam's, one thing on which 
.,-..;._--·-----·-· 
t 
-•--::; .. .-;'•--!..-----
each of the business owners '-------------'""-
agreed was the necessity of Sam's Construction hod been delayed due to mine remediation and environmental Issues. which Increased 
supporting local business. the costs. j Photo by Briana Collier/ Alestle 
LuAnn Locke, owner of Af- -------------------------------------
terwords Books, thinks that supporting local community. People are very supportive. ect back while Sam's Club and the developers 
business is part of living in a healthy commu- There's a whole 'shop local' movement. Peo- came up with a workable plan. 
• pie understand what it means to spend their Sam's Club dosed on the property at the 
ruty. 
''You're keeping the dollars in your com- dollars at an independent business rather end of August 2012, and construction for the 
mnnity," Locke said. "You're supporting than a big box store." big corporation is currently taking place on 
small business when you do that. It's your Hare agreed that the commwuty has a the corner of Center Grove Road and TI-oy 
neighbors, it's your fanulies that live also in healthy respect for spending money locally. Road. 
your commwury. r think it's very important." "I love the fact that the area prefers to Boden believes Sam's Club will be ben-
Locke said she is pleased to work in an shop local," Hare said. "Before they go to a eficial for the Edwardsville commwury. The 
th mall or something, they'll definitely come school district will benefit because of the ad-area at supports its small businesses. 
''I love it," Locke said. "It's a very good here first to see if I have what they need, or ditional property tax, and the commwuty 
anybody on Main Street would have what will benefit from the outside dollars coming 
they need." in. In addition, the aesthetic value of the 
According to Glen Carbon Village Ad- commwuty will rise. 
ministrator Jamie Boden, the Sam's Club "The site is now being developed in-
' 
There's a whole 'shop local' movement. 
People understand what it means to 
spend their dollars at an independent 
business rather than a big box store ... 
project has been underway for the past three stead of being an eyesore," Boden said. 
years but has been halted for several reasons. According to Boden, the commwuty 
Glen Carbon Mayor Robert Jackstadt was has, for the most part, been eagerly awaiting 
unavailable for comment. the arrival of San1's Club. 
Boden said it has taken this time for 'There's really been no outcry from the 
Sam's Club and the Village Developers to business community," Boden said. "Most 
LuAnn Locke 
Owner of Afterwords Books 
work out a deal. There were issues with the people, residents or small businesses, want 
development costs, causing a delay. Due to this ro happen." 
mine remediation and envirorunental issues, 
costs increased dramatically, setting the proj- Victoria Mize/ can be reached at 
vmizel@alestfefive.com or 650-3527. 
MODULES{~ 
Student Leadership · ~ 
Modules 
Development Program & 
Volunteer Services 
Keys to Leadership Success - 2 pm., Oct. 9 
MUC International Room 
Cathy Passananti 
Assistant Director, SIUE Morris University Center 
Leading Your Peers - 2 pm., Oct. 10 
MUC international Room 
Erik Zimmerman 
Student Body President, SIUE Student Government 
SLDP Reminders .... 
Volunteer Projects 
Oct. 4 - The Gardens at SIUE 
Oct. 5 - The Gardens at SIUE 
Oct. 6 - St. Vincent de Paul 
Oct.11 -
Project Read Orientation 
Oct. 13 - The Gardens at SJUE 
Oct.13-
Lutheran Senior Services 
Oct.18-
Project Read Training I 
Oct. 20 - Willoughby Farm 
Oct. 20-Eagle's Nest 
Oct.25-
Project Read Training II 
Oct. 25 - The Gardens at SIUE 
Oct. 26 - The Gardens at SIUE 
Oct. 27 - Granite City APA 
For more information and the calendar, contact: 
Kimmel Leadership Center at ext. 2686 
or visit the website www.siue.edu/kimmel 
SIUEMUSIC 
DEPARTME T 
Book by Jose Fernandez Music by Steve Margoshes 
Conceived and Developed 
by David De Silva 
Lyrics by Jacques Levy 
Title Song "Fame" written by Dean 
Pitchford and Michael Gor 
Directed by Peter Cocuzza 
" Musical Direction by Marc Schapman 
BRING ON TOMORROW, LET IT SR NE. 
WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE, IT'S NOT TOO LATE ... " 
Dunham Hall Theater 
SIUE6. 
October 9 - 13 at 7:30pm 
October 14 at 2:00pm 
BOX OFFICE: 618-650- 2774 
Tickets: $10 Students/Seniors/Others 
$12 Adults 
SIUE STuDENTS: FREE WITH VALID ID 
(PROVIDED BY CAB) 
2012 
Image Provided by Music Theater Intematlonal 
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Lovejoy Votes: "Election 2012: Preview" 
Library 3rd Floor Conference Room 
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
10/5 
Faculty Recital: Dr. Emily Truckenbrod, soprano 
Abbott Auditorium 
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
10/6 
Omega Psi Phi Miss Black SIUE Pageant 
MUC Meridian Ballroom 
6:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Discover The Gardens Twilight Concert 
The Lantern 
6:30 p .m. 
Metro East Montessori School's Annual Gala 
Gateway Center - Collinsville, Ill. 
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
10/7 
Cougar Carnage 
SIUE Cross Country course 
9a.m. 
Confluence Crush Roller Derby Double Header 
Gateway Center - Collinsville, Ill. 
2 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
10/8- 10/12 
. Homecoming Week 
siue.edu/cab 
Welcome Back Student, 
I 18.88 monthly Tannin9 Package 
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS 
Isa 
1ann;,.9 
Pacha9e 
lo, I IO 
INF.WcuF.N 
. TsoNLY) 
First Tan is Always Freel 
Call 656-UTAN (8826) 
6455 Center Grove Rd• www.sundazzlers.net • Edwardsville , IL 62025 
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9-27-12 
An officer issued Jacqueline Norfolk a cirntion for ex-
pired registration on North Circle Drive at Lot C. 
An officer took a report of a hit-and-run accident in Lot 
4A. The officer located the vehicle but the suspect vehicle 
had left the area. The officer told a roommate of the 
owner of the hit vehicle to have him contact the police 
department. 
An officer took a walk-in report of a debit card lost in 
the Morris University Center. 
An officer took a report of a wallet stolen from a vehicle. 
An officer issued Amanda N. Lading a citation for 
speeding 62 mph in a 45 mph wne on South University 
Drive near Stadium Drive. 
9-28-12 
An officer responded to a Madison County Transit bus 
accident on Cougar Lake Drive at North University 
Drive with 11 people on board. The officer issued 
Brooke Smith a citation for failure to reduce speed to 
avoid an accident. 
An officer took a walk-in report of harassment. 
An officer arrested Samuel Willif:ord on a wammt for 
felony theft. Williford was taken to the police depart-
ment for processing and was then transported to Madi-
son County Jail. 
An officer took a report from a caller stating someone 
threw a rock at her apartment, shattering the window. 
There were no wimesses and University Housing was 
notified. 
LANGUAGES I pg. 1 
endangerment have to do with the changes that 
go on politically and economically within soci-
eties," Hildebrandt said. "When you have large 
scale economic and political shifts that go on, you 
have marginalization of certain communities and 
cultures. One of the consequences of marginaliza-
tion can be either a conscious or subconscious de-
cision by that community to abandon its ance ·tral 
language, practices and culture, and instead, adopt 
the languages and culture of more dominant soci-
ety." 
As a result of Hildebrandt's work, SIUE has 
received its first Early Career Development (CA-
REER) grant from the National Science Founda-
tion. The CAREER program offers the National 
Science Foundation's most prestigious awards 
supporting outstanding re earch by junior faculty. 
"No one gets CAREER grants," Hildebrandt 
said. "They are very hard to get, and this is SIUE's 
first. So, we're all very happy about receiving it." 
The $400,000 grant has allowed Hildebrandt 
to continue her work and broaden the scope of her 
research. Hildebrandt's project, The Manang Lan-
guages Documentation Project, is a collaboration 
involving several institutions inclu~ing Tribhuvan 
University in Kathmandu and the University of 
Virginia, as well as faculty and students from 
SIUE. 
The goal of the project is not just to docu-
ment languages using traditional methods but also 
to incorporate state-of-the-art data visualization 
interfaces and tools. Geography professor Shunfu 
Hu is developing an online atlas to graphically de-
pict the language findings within the region. 
"The atlas of the area will help us start to look 
at the regional distribution of different linguistic 
properties like vocabulary use," Hildebrandt said. 
"Most language documentation projects don't try 
to map their findings in a spatial way. So, this is 
someth ing different, something new." 
H ildebrandt and her team have recently re-
turned from the first of three summer trips to 
An officer took a report of a Strang odor of cannabis in 
408 Cougar Village and arrested Jared Knezevich for 
possession of cannabis. Knezevich was taken to the po-
lice department for processing and was escorted back to 
his apartment after being issued a notice to appear. 
An officer took a walk-in report of burglary from a sub-
ject's vehicle. 
An officer issued Hannah S. Pellegrino a citation for 
speeding 60 mph in a 45 mph wne on East University 
Drive. 
9-29-12 
An officer responded to a two-vehicle accident on East 
University Drive. The officer issued citations to Jesse A 
Moore for operation of an uninsured motor vehicle and 
failure to reduce speed to avoid an accident. 
9-30-1 2 
An officer was called for a vehicle jump-start in the 
Prairie Hall parking lot. The officer arrested Joshua A 
Akers for possession of drug paraphernalia. Akers was 
taken to the police deparm1ent, where he was processed 
and released with a notice to app<..-ar. 
An officer reported to a fire outside Woodland Hall. It 
was a table on fire and was e.xtinguished by the fire de-
partment. 
JO- )-12 
An officer rook report of a cellphone stolen from the 
women's locker room at the Vadalabene Center. 
epal. Through canvassing and interviewing local 
inhabitants, they hope to log data about certain 
subareas within the Manang District. This year, 
they did one subarea and over the next two um-
mers they hope to repeat their research in two 
more. 
"The Manang District is a county, much in the 
way that Madison County is a county in Illinois," 
Hildebrandt said. "It's a large area, and we could 
only cover a certain part of that area this year. The 
four languages we arc researching are poken in 
this county or district. My goal is to go into vil-
lages in tI{e region and gather both attimde and 
usage data as well as more lingui tic data for the 
analysis of the grammar of these languages." 
Curriculum and instruction professor Jessica 
Krim will assist Hildebrandt in the processing of 
the data collected and the integration of the data 
in active learning experience for students in 
Hildebrandt's undergraduate class. 
"It's important that people understand about 
'dying' languages," Krim aid. "For most people, 
this concept is completely foreign." 
The project is an interdisciplinary effort. 
Hildebrandt has called upon faculty and students 
from several different fields to help with data col-
lecting, proces ing and the creating of innovative 
multimedia platforms for exhibition. 
Senior graphic design and English major 
Samantha Winkler was brought on last spring se-
mester to add her skills to the project. 
"[Hildebrandt] felt that my background in 
both English and design would be beneficial to 
the projects needs," Winkler said. "I enjoy the in-
terdisciplinary a peers of tl1e project. The multi -
media mapping and thorough cataloging of the 
people these languages belong to will offer vast 
learning opportunities for many disciplines in-
cluding geography, history, linguistics and lan-
guage studies, anthropology, engineering and 
graphic design - to name a few." 
Josh Bovinette con be reached at dbovinette@olestle-
live.com or 650-3527. 
• • 
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Gay marriage can set example for all 
While there are many in "my 
generation" that believe homosexuals should 
not be allowed to marry because it cheapens 
the institution of marriage, I do not. 
Letter to the Editor 
I believe that there is nothing that 
should separate two individuals who love 
each other from getting married. 
Why is it that people think that gay 
marriage cheapens the act of marriage? This 
is a question that I cannot fathom, mainly 
because it makes no sense to me. Just 
because a man can marry a man and a 
woman can marry a woman does not 
cheapen the fact that I hope, at some point, 
to become married to a person of the 
opposite sex. 
If anything, I believe that homosexuals 
getting married will stop cheapening the act 
of marriage itself. Many straight marriages 
end in divorce every year. This cheapens the 
act of marriage more than homosexuals 
getting married. Saying, "Hey, go out and 
get married! If it doesn't work out, get a 
divorce!" encourages our society to go out 
and make rash decisions about who thev 
want to spend the rest of their lives with. 
If homosexuals are able to get married 
to the people they love, then maybe it will 
show some heterosexuals that the decision of 
marriage is not one to be taken lightly. 
Clark Phillips is an SIUE senior 
Mr. Candidate, we found your facts are not facts 
The New York Times estimated that 50 
million people planned to watch the first 
2012 Presidential debate Wednesday night. 
All of them heard lies and half-truths spread 
about liberally. 
Politicians telling lies is not news. There 
are books written on the subject. Campaign 
season commentary on political deceit fills the 
pages of newspapers and magazines. People 
are actually employed as fact checkers--people 
paid to call out the lies told by the candidates 
competing to become the most powerful 
person in the world. 
Staff Editorial 
It is widely assumed that voter apathy 
toward the lies have allowed them to 
continue. Politico recently reported that the 
campaigns of both President Barack Obama 
and Mitt Romney are conviJ;lced that deceit is 
a necessary campaign str~egy and voters 
don't have the attention span to punish a 
candidate for lying like a di honest toddler 
caught stealing candy. 
It may be true that voters don't care 
about the lies, but it may also be true that the 
politician's Pinocchio impersonations play a 
role in the decision made by nearly half of 
eligible voters to not vote in presidential 
elections. 
As <;>f Wednesday, however, there are 
227,335 people who care enough about the 
lies to go to SignOn.org and sign a petition 
asking that unbiased fact checkers be present 
at presidential and vice presidential debates. 
The fact that less than 1 percent of the 
U.S. population has signed this petition is 
probably telling, but that doesn't stop us from 
pondering what would happen if unbiased 
fact checkers really were present at the 
debates. 
To be clear, neither major party would 
ever allow unbiased observers to question 
their candidates. Each side would claim a 
biased interpretation of facts when they were 
called out for being, well, a politician. 
It would be great fun if we did live in a 
land of gumdrops and lollipops, where 
unbiased fact checkers were present at 
debates, where the fact checkers were 
diminutive, bespectacled individuals who 
emerged from behind laptops to challenge the 
most powerful men in America. 
We don't think tl1e politicians would stop 
lying, cherry-picking facts or stretching the 
truth. They would find better ways to 
deceive. They would claim facts aren't facts. 
It would be fascinating to watch, in a morbid 
way. 
If this dream world-that we have created 
was not exactly a truth-telling utopia, but one 
in which the candidates were allowed to 
choose fact-checkers, it would still be an 
improvement on the current state of affairs. 
A Romney fact-checker telling Obama 
that the woman his campaign said was killed 
because Bain Capital pulled her husband's 
health-care benefits never acrually had health-
care benefits provided by Bain Capital would 
be rather amusing. 
An Obama fact-checker telling Romney 
that the auto-indu try has gained 100,000 
jobs since Obama took office, not lost that 
number as Romney claimed, could be fun. 
The biggest fact stopping the 
implementation of fact-checker at the 
debates is simple logistics. 
Asking a group of people to catch all of 
the falsehoods spread by candidates in reaJ-
time would be a herculean task. The debates 
are tightly scripted. How could someone 
know how much time to allot the candidates 
to explain each lie they told? Asking the 
candidates to address their lies at a subsequent 
debate would just give them time to prepare 
their lies about the lies. 
The reality is that politicians will lie and 
Americans will accept those lies. Americans 
will act witl1 disdain when the candidate they 
don't like spreads deceit and accept their 
favored candidate acting the same way as 
necessary. 
A diligent few, headed by campaign 
workers, believe in the competence of 
politicians. In general, however, American 
accept faults in their elected leaders that tl1ey 
would not in a co-worker. 
Kurt Vonnegut summarized the state of 
American politics better than we ever could 
when he said, "and if you are an educated, 
thinking person, you will not be welcome in 
Washington, D.C." 
The Alestle can be reached at 
opinion@olestlelive.com or 650-3525. 
Follow the A/estle@olestlelive.com 
Do politicians inspire or embarrass? 
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com! 
61/ The Alestle 
Questions or comments regarding this sec-
tion? Contact Lifestyles Editor Ashley Seering 
at 650-3531 or aseering@alestlelive.com. 
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Banned Books Week reminds students of First Amendme nt 
HEATHER FICEK 
Alestle Reporter 
When some people think of 
books being banned, they may 
automatically think of the 1950s, 
but the American Library Associ-
ation still gets pressure to have 
books taken out of libraries today. 
"The Great Gatsby," "Slaugh-
terhouse-Five," "Ulysses," "An 
American Tragedy," "Water for 
Elephants" and "Catch-22," are 
just a few books 
SIUE. The bookstore is hosting a 
Banned Books Reading from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday. 
According to University 
Bookstore administrative associ-
ate Emily Colton, Banned Books 
Week bri.ogs attention to the on-
going censorship of books. 
"I've been in the book busi-
ness my whole career, and so I've 
always done things around 
Banned Books Week. I think it's a 
really, really important week to 
"[Censorship] definitely 
shouldn't be done. If I can't trust 
that I am getting real and com-
plete information from my gov-
ernment, schools, libraries, et 
cetera . . . how can I really trust 
anything they are telling me?" 
Meyer said. 
Readings of banned books 
are video recorded and posted to 
the American Library Associa-
tion's Virtual Read-Out, which 
can be found at youtube.com/ 
that have been reg- --------------------------
bannedbook-
sweek. 
istered by the 
Aml.'!rican Library 
Association as chal-
lenged or banned 
in some areas of 
the United States. 
University 
Bookstore supervi-
sor Justin Green 
hopes Banned 
··· . It's freedom of thought, freedom of 
.~ expression and freedom to write 
and publish your ideas. It's, to me, 
a basic fundamental part of our 
democracy ... 
Emily Colton 
University Bookstore administrative associate 
There is a se-
lection of banned 
or challenged 
books available at 
the bookstore or 
students may 
bring books of 
their own to read. 
A list of books can 
be found at 
Books Week will -------------------------
bring awareness to 
censorship of books. 
"I think that it's a great op-
portunity to support the book-
store and support your freedom 
to read and the First Amendment. 
You may not think that it's a big 
deal," Green said. "Before I 
started researching [banned 
books] before the event, I was 
like 'Oh yeah, people used to ban 
books back in the '50s,' but it's 
still going on today." 
This year marks the second 
annual Banned Books Weck at 
make peopfe aware of how many 
books are banned or asked to be 
removed from libraries, schools, 
et cetera," Colton said. 
"I know personally; the first 
year I did it, I was absolutely 
shocked at some of the titles that 
were asked to be removed. I 
found out that the Bible is the 
most banned book in history," 
Colton said. 
Senior psychology major 
Lauren Meyer, of Bethalto, 
likened book banning to -censor-
ship on a larger scale. 
www.ala.org/advocacy / banned/fre 
quenrlychallenged. 
"It's freedom of thought, 
freedom of expression and free-
dom to write and publish your 
ideas. It's, to me, a basic funda-
mental part of our democracy," 
Colton said. "So, to call attention 
to it once a year is a patriotic 
thing and really important, espe-
cially for younger people who 
may never have thought about it 
or known about it before." 
Heather Ficek can be reached at 
hticek@alestlelive.com or 650-3531 . . 
' Photo Illustration by Michelle Beard/ Alestle 
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Back to the Neo-Futurists 
Modern theater troupe inspires SETO play 
VICTORIA MIZEL 
Atestle Reporter 
From ticket prices deter-
mined by the roll of a die to a 
show run entirely by an audi-
ence's whim, the Student Exper-
imental Theater Organization's 
upcoming production of "Too 
Much Light Makes the Baby Go 
Blind" will not be the typical 
theater production. 
The show is an experimen-
tal and cutting-edge type of the-
ater, according to the play's 
director Gabe Taylor, a junior 
theater education major from 
Chesterfield, Mo. It was written 
by the Neo-Fururists, a group of 
artists who created a new type of 
theate r based on the art and 
beauty of life. 
"It's a lot more real than 
most theater you're going to see 
on campus," Taylor said. "It's all 
about being yourself." 
SETO president Ryan 
Wiechmann, a junior mass com-
munications major from Bloom-
ington-Normal, researched the 
Neo-Futurists once he was cast 
in the show, per the request of 
Taylor. 
'Neo-Fumrist theater is not 
melodramatic scenes. It's very 
honest and pure, more poetic 
and unique," Wiechmann said . 
"They reinvented theater and 
made something new. All the 
scenes are pure honesty. You 
can't act something you haven't 
lived." 
enior theater performance 
major Ashley Bland, of Chicago, 
really loves this aspect of the 
show. 
"Most shows, you are a 
character given a role," Bland 
said. "You have to study the role 
as well as memorize. In this 
show, we are ourselves. I'm Ash-
ley in the how. I bring myself 
on stage. I am who I am." 
According to Wiechmann, 
the purpose of acting in the 
co-Futurist perspective is to 
present life as it really is. A Neo-
Futurist rule says actors cannot 
act a thing they have not experi-
enced, according to Wiech-
mann's study of them. Freshman 
theater education major Shawna 
Trust)~ of Excelsior Springs, 
Mo. , knows this rule can be ex-
treme. 
"If you can' t open a jar of 
pickles in real life, then you can't 
do it on stage. If you' re told 
you're going to be having sex o n 
stage, then you're having sex on 
stage," Trusty said. "Luckily, 
we re not doing a scene like 
that. " 
Trusty has learned many 
strange Neo-Futurist rules since 
joining the cast. For instance, 
there is the nonconvemional ap-
proach to ticket pricing to con-
sider. Each ticket is priced at $4. 
A die is rolled to see how much 
more the ticket will cost. It 
could be as little as 5 or as 
much as $10. 
There is one rule the audi-
ence will particularly enjoy, 
Trusty said. 
"It's in the Neo-Futurist 
rules that ifwe have a ful l house 
we have to buy the audience 
pizza," Trusty said. "Who 
wouldn't 
It's real inspirational to see." 
Taylor picked the show after 
seeing it performed three times. 
He decided Neo-Futurism is a 
experimental way to do theater," 
Taylor said. "We've never had 
anything like it on our campus, 
so I decided to bring it here." 
T h e 
want to come ----------------------------- show is 
produced 
by SETO, 
which is 
funded 
t hrough 
ticket sales 
and try to fill 
the house?" 
If the 
N co- Futurist 
approach to 
ticket pricing 
and audience 
apprecia tion 
are uncon-
ventional, the 
form their 
' ' 
Our fate is in your hands. We 
don't know the show. You have 
to pick it. Come make us make 
fools of ourselves ... 
Jesse Luciani 
Freshman theater performance major 
shows take is ----- ------------------------
and conces-
sions of 
p revio u s 
pe rfo r m -
ances as 
well as 
even more so. 
For this particular perform-
ance, 40 scenes will be played in 
80 minutes. Most scenes arc 
around two minutes. The actors 
will stand onstage under a 
clothesline with num bered 
scenes hanging from it on signs. 
The audience will yell out a 
number, and the actors will per-
form the corresponding scene. 
brand of theater needed ·at 
SIDE. 
"I just think it's such a 
unique concept, and such a cool 
some from Student Govern-
ment. The Department of The-
ater and Dance helps a little bit 
too, according to Taylor, but 
Once a scene has ended, the 
audience will continue to choose 
numbers until the show has run 
out of time. If the 40 scenes 
have not been completed, it will 
be up to one randomly selected 
audience member to decide if 
the show will continue to its fin-
ish. 
Audience participation plays 
a large role in each performance, 
and according to Wiechmann, 
there may not be a show if the 
audience docs not do its part. 
"The audience is a huge part 
of it. A whole scene can go by, 
and if the audience doesn't react 
enough to it, if they just sit by, 
it's not going to end," Wiech-
mann said. "It's not like a regu-
lar show where the audience can 
just sit back and watch. They 
have to be fully involved with 
it." 
This show has been as much 
a unique experience for Taylor 
to direct as it has been for the 
cast to act. 
"It's so actor-driven and 
actor-focused," Taylor said. "I 
have to let the actors do their 
thing, while I' m molding and 
shaping it into one cohesive per-
formance in the end. There's so 
much improv, it's going to be a 
different show every single 
night. There are choices within 
that, choices made on stage. I 
have to prepare the actors for 
that. '' 
However, directing the ac-
tors is not the most difficult 
part. 
"The hardest part is not 
joining in myself," Taylor said. 
"It's infectious." 
According to freshman the-
ater performance major Jesse 
Luciani, of Brick Township, 
N .J., the actors see Taylor's ded-
ication to producing a quality 
show. 
most funds come from the or-
ganization itself. 
The cast is looking forward 
to a show in which its final 
member - the audience -re-
mains somewhat of a mystery. 
"Our fate is in your hands," 
Luciani said. "Really, we don't 
know the show. You have to pick 
it. Come make us make fools of 
ourselves." 
"Too Much Light Makes the 
Baby Go Blind" will run at 7: 30 
p.m. Oct. 24-27 and at 2 p.m. 
Oct. 28 in the Metcalf Theater. 
Tickets cannot be purchased be-
fore the performance. 
Victoria Mize/ can be reached at 
vmizel@alestlelive.com or 650-3531 . 
"He's always in his book 
going through the plays looking 
at new things, maybe changing 
it, maybe not," Luciani said. 
"He's just real passionate for it. 
Members of the Student Experimental Theater Organization rehearse for their upcoming performance of 'Too 
Much Light Makes the Baby Go Bllnd.' The performers wlll take the Metcalf Theater stage Oct. 24-27 at 7:30 p.m. 
and Oct. 28 at 2 p .m . I Photo by Rebehka Blake/ Alestle 
Men's soccer 
No. 12 Creighton 
Drake 
SIUE 
Central Arkansas 
Evansville 
Missouri State 
Bradley 
Sept. 2 9 result 
Creighton 0, Drake 0 
6-3-2 
1-7-3 
8-3 
6-3 
6-3 
4-2-3 
5-3-2 
(0-0-1 ) 
(0-0-1) 
(0-0) 
(0-0) 
(0-0) 
(0-0) 
(0-0) 
Bradley l, Northern Kentucky 0 
Saint Louis 3, Central Arkansas O 
Sept. 30 results 
Evansville 4. Oral Roberts O 
Oct. 2 results 
Evansville 3, Eastern Illinois 0 . 
SIUE 3, Nebraska-Omaha 2 
Creighton l , Loyola-Chicago O 
Schedule for Oct. 6 
Bradley at Missouri State 
Central Arkansas at Drake 
SIUE at Creighton 
Marshall at Evansville 
Schedule for Oct. 9 
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Contact Sports Editor John Layton at 
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com 
Senior midfielder Ryan Bauer plays the ball Tuesday night against Nebraska-Omaha. SIUE beat the Mavericks 3-2 after losing their previous game. 
Bauer said the Cougars wanted to get back on their winning streak: 'This was a huge game for us, a big win.' / Photo by Michelle Beard / Alestle 
g~~~~l~;f~:c~t~:mphls SIU E wins before starting O V C 
I c• a I !?.,~,~ ~~~~~~d;fo, positive. were the reason he was able to score his two goals. 
- In the last game before 
play together and get back on 
our winning streak," Bauer said. 
"This was a huge game for us, a 
big win." 
"We thought we had control 
of it for a second, but as soon as 
you let your foot off the gas, 
they can punish you," Kelly said. 
"We can take it as a learning 
experience. We need to keep our 
foot on the pedal and put teams 
away." 
"I know on the first one, I 
was making a back post run. 
[Senior midfielder Devon Women's soccer 
Jacksonville State 
UT Martin 
Eastern Kentucky 
Southeast Missouri 
Morehead State 
Austin Peay 
Eastern Illinois 
Murray State 
SIUE 
Tennessee Tech 
Belmont 
Sept_ 28 results 
l 0-2- l (3-0) 
5-4-3 (2-0-1) 
5-4-2 (l-0-1) 
2-7-3 (l-1-1) 
1-8-1 (l-1) 
5-7 (l-2) 
3-9 (l -2) 
3-7 (l-2) 
4-5 -1 (l -2) 
3-7-1 (l-2) 
4-5- l (0- l - l ) 
Eastern Kentucky l, Belmont l 
Tennessee Tech 1, SIUE O 
Southeast Missouri 6, Murray State 0 
UT Martin 2, Austin Peay l 
Jacksonville State l ; E. Illinois 0 
Sept. 30 results 
Morehead State 2, Belmont l 
Austin Peay l, Southeast Missouri O 
Eastern Illinois 3, Tennessee Tech 2 
Jac ksonville State 3, SIUE 2 
µT Martin 2, Murray State l 
Schedule for Oct. 5 
Belmont at Murray State 
UT Martin at Eastern Illinois 
Jacksonville State at E. Kentucky 
Southeast Missouri at SIUE 
Tenn. Tech at Morehead State 
Schedule for Oct. 7 
Jacksonville State at Morehead St. 
Tennessee Tech at E. Kentucky 
SE Missouri at Eastern Illinois 
UT Martin at SIUE 
Belmont at Austin Peay 
SIUE Athletics 
Upcoming events 
Oct. 5 VOL vs. E. Kent. 7 p .m. 
Oct. 5 WSOC vs. SE Mo. 7 p .m. 
Oct. 6 MGLF at DePaul Dalllo 
Memorial All day 
Oct. 6 VOL vs. More. St. 2 p.m. 
Oct. 6 MSOC at Creighton? p .m. 
Oct. 7 MGLF at DePaul Dallio 
Memorial All day 
Oct. 7 WSOC vs. UT Martin 1 p .m. 
Oct. l O MSOC vs. Bradley 7 p.m. 
conference play, the SIUE men's 
soccer team beat Nebraska-
Omaha 3-2 in a back-and-forth 
match. 
Senior midfielder Ryan 
Bauer said it was a good 
rebound game for the team. 
"We really just wanted to 
come out and play as a team and 
The Cougars (8-3 overall) 
started scoring in the fourth 
minute with a goal from senior 
forward Peter Kelly. Two 
minutes later, however, Omaha 
(3-5-1 overall) tied the game. 
Kelly said, in a situation like 
that, the team has to try to stay 
In the 34th minute of the 
match, Kelly again gave SIUE 
the lead. He said his teammates 
ewport] played a great ball 
across, and I just put it in " Kelly 
said. "Me and Bauer, on the 
second goal, had a good one 
too. I got a well-weighted ball 
MSOC I pg.10 
Women lose two over weekend 
Ju.nior forward Meagan lffrig tries to get around a Saint Louis midfielder. 
The Cougars fell to 1-2 In the Ohio falley Conference after losing to 
Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville State. I Photo by Kalin Haydon / Alestle 
ROGER STARKEY 
Alestle Opinion Editor 
The SIDE women's soccer 
team took 43 more shots than its 
opponents this past weekend but 
could not turn the advantage into a 
victory. 
The Cougars ( 4-5-1 overall, 1-
2 Ohio Valley Conference) lost 1-0 
Friday at Tennessee Tech (3-7-1 
overall, 1-2 OVC) and 3-2 Sunday 
at Jacksonville State ( 10-2-1 overall, 
3-0 OVC). 
SIUE fired off 30 shots Friday 
afternoon against Tennessee Tech, 
nearly double the previous season 
high of 18, but were shut out. The 
Golden Eagles took only 10 shots. 
Head Coach Derek Burton said the 
team had some great opportunities 
but could not capitalize. 
"We could have had about eight 
goals tonight," Burton said. "We're 
not getting half chances. We had 
about every type of shot." 
The only goal of the match 
came on a rebound from a shot that 
Burton said started from at least 30 
yards out. Freshman goalkeeper 
Jennifer Pelley pushed the ball into 
the crossbar and the rebound fell 
perfectly for Tennessee Tech's Sarah 
Gawthrop, who tapped it in. 
'The goal came out of 
nowhere," Burton said. ''We 
dominated the game before and after 
that. We just fell victim to a wacky 
goal." 
Despite the loss, SIDE 
continued to play outstanding 
defense. TI1e goal allowed was only 
their sixth in nine games. The 
Cougars .608 goals-against average 
entering the match ranked 20th in 
the nation. Pelley ? who was just 
named OVC goalkeeper of the week 
for the third time this season ? had 
a goals-against average of .446, 
which was 11th best in Division I. 
The lack of scoring has kept 
SIUE hovering around .500 all year, 
however. The Cougars ranked 290th 
nationally entering the match Friday, 
scoring an average of . 75 goals per 
game. 
Burton said the lack of scoring 
is not from a lack of repetitions at 
practice. It has become a confidence 
issue. 
"The coaches have all the 
confidence in the world in the 
team," Burton said. 'They need to 
believe in themselves." 
The Jacksonville State match 
defied the season statistics for the 
Cougars. SIUE equaled its eason 
high in goals cored ? set twice 
before - with two, and allowed a 
season-high three goals. Prior to the 
match Sunda)~ SIUE had given up 
more than one goal only once the 
opening match of the season, when 
they lost 2-0 to Indiana State. 
Burton said the coring was not 
wsoc I pg.10 
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Fans are the only losers 'in lockouts 
Being a diehard sports fan 
means a few things. 
( View from the Sidelines ) 
It means you don't just like 
watching sports. It means your 
day is made or ruined with your 
team's win or loss. 
It means you schedule your 
life around your 
A•l!!!"lllli. team's games. 
some people take to following 
TV shows and becoming 
invested in certain characters, 
others take to following sports. 
It's a harmless way of escaping 
the worries of the "real 'world" 
for a few hours. 
Every now and then, some 
sports leagues have a nasty habit 
of dragging the real world into 
its arenas by means of a lockout. 
Sorry, friends 
and family; this 
Friday; I'm not 
The NHL is doing it again 
this year, for the second time 
since the 2005-06 season. For 
-------------, the first few weeks of 
John Layton the NFL season, fans 
Sports Editor were subjected to 
-------- parodies of football 
doing anything but watching the games while the league refused 
Cardinals play the Braves. to pay their regular officiating 
It's not crazy. Just like how crews. 
Logically, I can understand while many of the players head 
why these things happen. off to play in Europe and Russia, 
Professional sports have become or in the minor leagues here in 
huge businesses that make North America. 
billions of dollars. Let's assume every situation 
Even the NHL, a league that such as this has a ''winner" and a 
is more regional than national, is "loser." If the owners aren't 
arguing over how to split $3.3 going to "lose" and neither will 
billion between the owners and the players, who will? 
players. The fans. They are the losers 
There has been no optimism in every single lockout. Owners 
regarding the NHL's lockout. and players always get their 
The owners are likely content to millions, even if they don't get as 
let the entire season waste away many as they'd like. 
because the league's TV deal At times, it seems as though 
with NBC is set to pay them leagues and player's unions 
$200 million regardless. - forget about the fans. The 
On the other hand, the purpose of sporting events is, for 
player's union is likely willing to the majority at least, to entertain . . 
wait until they get what they When Toronto Star sports 
want, or closer to it at least, reporter Kevin McGran writes 
that the NHL's owners and 
player's union can t decide who 
should pay for hotel rooms and 
trainers on the road, it's easy to 
think that both sides have 
completely forgotten about the 
fans: 
The fans who still go to 
games despite outrageous prices 
and then pay outlandish prices 
for beer and food. The fans who 
spend hundreds of dollars on 
jerseys, posters, flags and other 
overpriced memorabilia. 
The fans who don't care 
what happens because they just 
want to see a damn game this 
season. 
John Layton can be reached at 
jlayton@alestlelive.com or 650-3524. 
Follow John@ohnmlayton. 
Dodgers lose to Giants, sealing St. Louis' berth 
DAVID WILHELM 
Belleville News-Democrat (MCT) 
After the St. Louis Cardinals 
lost to the Cincinnati Reds 3-1 on 
Tuesday, manager Mike Matheny 
said he was going to send his 
players home to get some much-
needed rest. 
TI1ey defied his order. The 
Cardinals remained at Busch 
Stadium and watched the San 
Francisco Giants defeat the Los 
Angeles Dodgers 4-3. 
The Giants' win gave the 
Cardinals the second National 
League wild-card berth and 
eliminated the Dodgers from 
postseason contention. 
The Cardinals enjoyed a brief 
clubhouse celebration, and 
Matheny finally emerged drenched 
in champagne. 
"They don't listen well," 
Matheny said of all the players 
being on hand for the occasion. "I 
was hoping they would go home 
and really get locked in on the game 
[Wednesday]. Even a couple of 
them who went home came back as 
the [Giants-Dodgers] game got 
close to the end. I think they 
realized how special this is. 
"You can't take these for 
granted. We were talking about [ the 
celebration] being kind of subdued, 
and it was. But they're still proud 
and have every right to be. They 
enjoyed the moment. After 161 
games and going through a lot of 
ups and downs, it was perfect." 
The Cardinals will close the 
regular season against the Reds at 
7:15 p.m. Wednesday. 
Matheny said after the loss to 
Cincinnati on Tuesday that Adam 
Wainwright would get the start in 
the finale. Instead, it will be rookie 
Shelby Miller. 
Matheny also confirmed that 
Kyle Lohse (16-3) will get the 
assignment in the one-game playoff 
Friday in Atlanta. The Braves will 
pitch Kris Medlen ( 10-1). 
The winner of the game will 
advance to the best-of-five NL 
Division Series. If the Cardinals 
beat Atlanta, games one and two of 
the Division Series would be 
Sunday and Monday at Busch 
Stadium. 
The Cardinals would play 
Cincinnati or Washington. Matheny 
said Lohse is up to the task. 
'What is there not to like about 
him?" Matheny said. 'What more 
St. Louis Card inals manager Mike Matheny, left, and hitting coach Ma rk McGwlre in the dugout during a game b etween the St. Louis Cardinals a nd the 
Cincinnati Reds Monday, Oct. 1, at Busch Stadium In St. Louis. I Photo by Chris Lee/ St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT) 
could he do?" 
Right-hander Chris Carpenter, 
who won two elimination games in 
the 2011 postseason, said Lohse 
just needs to go about his business. 
"It's one game," Carpenter 
said. "There's nothing that you can 
do any different than any otl1er 
game but go out and execute 
pitdies. Make pitches, execute your 
game plan and hope everything 
works out. Ultimately; if you do 
diat, you're going to give yourself a 
shot. 
"Now, if everything goes your 
wa)~ plays are made in the field, we 
score enough runs, whatever it-is, 
who knows? But you go out and 
execute your game plan and do 
everything you can to do your best, 
he's going to have a shot." 
Carpenter declared Lohse the 
Cardinals' "most consistent guy all 
year." 
"[People] might not think he's 
an exciting guy," Carpenter said. 
"He doesn't throw 95 miles an 
hour, he doesn't strike out 250 guys 
a year. But when he's healthy ... he's 
been one of our best pitchers that 
goes out there every fifth day: You 
can count on him doing what he's 
doing and you can count on him to 
win. He deserves tins game." 
Carpenter, who sufl:cred d1c 
loss Tuesda)~ was noticeably more 
upbeat in die wee hours of 
Wednesday: 
''It's great," Carpenter said. 
"There's no question d1at any time 
you get a chance to play in October 
in the playoffs, that's what you 
shoot for. We were the last ones in, 
but we have an opportunity to do 
something special. I think wid1 d1e 
way our ballclub is playing right 
now, we have a chance to move on. 
''The biggest game's going to 
be Friday night, no question about 
it, against Atlanta. Hopefully, we 
can come out and do the things 
we've been doing the last two or 
three weeks and beat them." 
Matheny had a difficult time 
describing his emotional state. The 
first-year manager has resisted 
looking too far aliead. 
''I kept fighting off all you 
guys' questions about that and I 
really haven't had time to digest it," 
he said. "It's kind of hard to get my 
head around. I would have felt if we 
weren't in d1is spot, it would be 
really hard to handle because it's 
such a good team, such a good 
group of guys. Guys that know 
how to win. 
"It definitely is a iii.cc spot to be 
right now, but I haven't really 
gotten my thoughts together about 
the whole thing yet." 
Cardinals General Manager 
John Mozeliak called the season 
"quite a ride." 
''It was a unique experience, 
one that paralleled a little bit of last 
year but didn't quite have that final-
game feeling because we always 
knew there was some time 
[Wednesday]," he said. ''But it's a 
great feeling. It's a wonderful 
accomplishment. I couldn't be more 
proud of these guys and especially 
Mike Madieny, for what he was able 
to do with his leadership this year." 
Chairman Bill DeWitt, Jr. was 
proud d1at the Cardinals, coming 
off d1eir 2011 World 
Championship, put themselves in 
position to get dieir 12th. 
"Historically, it's hard after 
winning a World Series to get into 
die playoffs," DeWitt said. "For diis 
tean1 to do it is quite something, I 
dunk. Great accomplishment. Mike 
Madieny's first year as manager. He 
did a great job. We went through a 
lot of injuries and hardship, but to 
be in the final grouping and in the 
playoffs is a big deal, and we're 
really excited about it." 
Alestle Sports can be reached at 
sports(§}alestlelive.com or 650-3524. 
Follow @TheAlest/eSport. 
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from Bauer and I just put it in." 
Head Coach Kevin Kalish 
said Kelly had a good night on 
the field. 
"I thought his two finishes 
were quite good. I think he's 
very dangerous," Kalish said. 
"Overall, he had a quality 
game." 
Just more than three 
minutes after Kelly's second 
goal, Omaha converted a penalty 
kick to tie the game once more. 
Head Coach Kevin Kalish 
said the team has to focu on 
getting the win . 
"I think it was a game of a 
lot of different emotions and a 
lot of different situations that 
happened during the game that 
maybe went against us," Kalish 
said. "I thought we responded 
well and found a way to win." 
Freshman defenseman Brett 
Lane headed a corner kick past 
Omaha's goalkeeper in the 65th 
minute to core the game-
winning goal for SIUE. Kalish 
said it was good to see the result 
off of a restart. 
"Brett got up and snapped it 
down, which was well done by 
him," Kalish said. 
Kalish said Omaha made it 
difficult on SIUE at times, but 
he did see improvement from 
the Cougars. 
"I think we're getting better 
and better at game 
management, ' Kalish said. "This 
game presented a lot of difficult 
challenges, whether it be the 
lllJUnes or the calls that were 
going against us in some ways or 
the unfortunate bounces." 
SIUE outshot Omaha 9-5. 
SIUE also held the advantage in 
shots on goal, 6-4. The Cougars 
had nine corner kicks while 
Omaha had two. Both teams 
committed 14 fouls, and each 
had a player earn a yellow card. 
Kelly had the yellow for SIUE. 
After missing three weeks, 
junior goalkeeper John Berner 
returned to the field for SIUE 
and made two saves. 
Kalish said it was nice to get 
a win under their belts after 
losing to the University of 
Illinois at Chicago last week. 
"Now it's a matter of 
training the next couple days 
and getting ready for 
Creighton," Kalish said. 
Creighton, SIUE's next 
opponent, is ranked No. 24 in 
the most recent National Soccer 
Coache Association of America 
national poll. They will also be 
the first OVC opponents the 
Cougars will play this season. 
Bauer said the team is 
excited to start playing 
conference games, but they have 
to focus on what they do best. 
"We press well and play well 
as a team," Bauer said. "Once we 
press, we play soccer, and 
hopefully that soccer will get us 
a victory down there." 
SIUE will play at 7 p.m. 
Saturday in Omaha, Neb. 
John Layton can be reached at 
jlayton@alesflelive.com or 650-3524. 
Follow John @ohnm/ayton. 
oll~:!o':,'?u1.TS * Tan 
30-day unlimited tans or 8 visits $19.99 
Yo/id school JD must he presented 
TEEN TANS 
$1 tans every day for students • Mystic HD tans $10 
1 week unlimited in bronring l>eds $12.88 
Valid school JD must he presented, Ages 14-19 • Under 18 must !iota sigl1aJtJte 
23 Junction Drive Ste. A • Glen Carbon, IL 62034 
(618) 656-8266 
The Role of the 
Public Defender 
in the 
Criminal Justice 
System 
Tuesday, Oct. 9 
5-6 p.m. 
Mississippi-Illinois Room 
Morris University Center 
Sponsored by 
Student Legal Services 
and the ., 
Pre- Law Advisement 
Program 
Everyone 
is invited to hear 
John Rekowski, 
Madison County 
Public Defender 
speak about the role 
of the public defender 
in the criminal justic~ 
system and the law 
school path 
For more information, contact 
Steve Sperotto 
ssperot@siue.edu 
www.alestlellve.com Thursdar, October 4, 2012 
Junior forward Meagan lffrlg scored one of SIUE's two goals over the weekend. I Photo by Kalin Haydon / Alestle 
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the only aspect of the match that did 
not stick to the season script. 
"We started kind of slow, it was 
the opposite of what has been going 
on all year," Burton said. 'They were 
quicker and dictated the score in the 
first 10-15 minutes. We dominated 
the game after that." 
Jacksonville State started the 
scoring 12 minutes into the contest 
when Kelsey Bright put a header 
past Pelley on a comer kick. Bright 
scored again 13 minutes later on 
what Burton said was a goal against 
the flow of play. 
"We were dominating the game 
at that point, but it was the best goal 
we've given up all season," Burton 
said. "Sometimes, you just tip your 
hat to the other team." 
SIUE fought back when 
sophomore midfielder Michelle 
Auer scored on a penalty kick in the 
68th minute. However, Jacksonville 
State concluded their scoring shortly 
after on a penalty kick that Burton 
said came from an incorrect call. 
"It was the same as many plays 
all game," Burton said. "It was rainy 
and wet all game. There were many 
crosses and balls in the box where 
someone fell down. The ball was in 
the box, the girl fell down, and they 
called a penalty." 
Junior forward Meagan Iffrig 
brought SIUE within a goal on a 
shot from the top of the box in the 
73rd minute. Auer assisted on the 
goal. 
The Cougars will look to 
bow1ee back this weekend when 
they host last season's regular season 
OVC champion Southeast Missouri 
State and defending conference 
tournament champion Tennessee 
Martin. 
Sen.ior forward Kristen Dailey 
said the team should focus on their 
upcoming opponents. 
'We have to put last weekend 
behind us," Dailey said. 'We're 
playing two really good teams." 
Junior defender Mary Kate 
Reed said the Cougars \vill be 
looking to prove themselves. 
"In the past, we've lost to them. 
This will be a good chance to show 
what we're made of," Reed said. 
'We have a talented team, and we're 
excited to play." 
The Cougars begin a run of 
four consecutive home matches with 
a 7 p.rn. contest Friday against 
Southeast Missouri State and a 
match at 1 p.m. Sunday against 
Tennessee Martin. 
Roger Starkey can be reached at 
rstarkey@alesflelive.com or 650-3524. 
Follow Roger @roger_j_ starkey. 
What Is Sexual Assault? 
This information is being provided to all SIUE students as mandated by the Southern Illinois University Management Act, 110 ILCS 
520/25. Information regarding sexual assault is included below in an effort to increase awareness of sexual assault and to provide 
education about this topic to the campus community. 
What is sexual assault? 
The exact definition of "rape," "sexual assault," "sexual abuse" and similar terms differ by state. Under Illinois law, any sexual contact that is committed 
by force, threats of force, or when an individual is unable to give consent is a criminal act ranging from felony to misdemeanor charges. Furthermore, 
consent cannot be legally given if a person is impaired, intoxicated, drugged, underage, is developmentally disabled, unconscious, asleep, or is 
temporarily or permanently mentally or physically unable to do so. 
For additional information on specific legal definitions of Criminal Sexual Assault, Aggravated Criminal Sexual Assault, Criminal Sexual Abuse and 
Aggravated Criminal Sexual Abuse in Illinois, visit: http://www.ilga.gov/legis_lation/ilcs/fulltext.asp?DocName=072000050K12-16. 
Sexual assault is also considered a violation of the SIUE Student Conduct Code and the SIU Board of Trustees and SIUE Sexual Harassment Policies. 
Violation of such policies will subject individuals to University disciplinary action. For more information on the SIUE Sexual Harassment Policy, 
the Student Conduct Code, and SIUE sexual assault prevention and response visit: 
http://www.siue. edulpolicies/3c 1.shtml or http://www.siue.edu/securityreportlsexua/_ assault_prevention.shtml 
Prevalence of sexual assault: 
-Studies indicate that as many as 1 in 4 college women are survivors of sexual assault or attempted sexual assault. (1) 
-In 2003, a study performed by the U.S. Department of Justice found that 1 in every 10 sexual assault victims were male. (2) 
-A study of sexual victimization of college women showed that 9 out of 1 O victims knew their perpetrator. (3) 
-Despite the prevalence of sexual assault, it is said to be one of the most underreported violent crimes. (4) 
What to do if you are sexually assaulted: 
-Get to a safe location. Your safety and well-being are the highest priority. 
-Consider calling a trusted friend, relative, counselor, or the Police Department. These people can provide you with the support and care you may 
need at this time. 
-Consider seeking medical care. You may need to receive basic medical treatment for injuries and you may have injuries of which you are not aware at this time. 
-You may consider contacting the Dean of Students Office. The Dean's staff works closely with campus resources and may assist you in determining 
what, if any, steps you wish to take. The Dean can help put you in touch with Counseling and Health Services. 
-You may consider filing a report with the SIUE Police Department or your local police department. University Police accept reports of sexual assault 
from third parties and from victims who choose not to pursue criminal action. Every effort is made to protect the victim's identity. If you choose to file a 
report, it is important to try not to bathe, shower, brush your teeth, drink, or even use the restroom. All these things destroy physical evidence that may 
be helpful in a criminal investigation. 
-You may consider contacting the Office of Institutional compliance to file a complaint under the University's Sexual Harassment Policy. 
-It is your choice to determine when and in what manner you recover from your trauma. It is up to you to make the decisions that will be the best for you. 
-Remember, the assault was not your fault. 
Emergency Contact Information and Reporting Options: 
SIUE Police Department 
Emergencies- 911 
Non-Emergencies- 618-650-3324 
http://www.siue.edu/police/ 
Call the SIUE police department to report a sexual assault 
or to arrange for transportation to the hospital. 
SIUE Student Affairs Office/Dean of Students 
618-650-2020 
http://www.siue.edu/studentaffairs/ 
SIUE Office of Institutional Compliance 
618-650-2333 
http://www.siue.edu/oic/ 
Advocacy and Treatment Resources: 
SIUE Counseling Services 
618-650-2842 
Open M-F 8am-4:30pm 
http://www.siue.edu/counseling/ 
SIUE Health Services 
618-650-2842 
Open M-F 8am-4:30pm 
http://www.siue.edu/healthservice/ 
References: 
(1 )http://www.oneinfourusa.org/statistics.php 
(2)httpJ/www.centerforpreventionofabuse.org/what-is-sexual-assault-abuse.php 
( 
Call For Help Sexual Assault Victims Care Unit 
618-397-0975 or 618-271-8990 
National Sexual Assault Hotline 
1-800-656-HOPE 
Available 24/7. Free & confidential 
For more information about sexual assault, please visit: 
-SIUE Counseling Services: 
www.siue.edu/counseling 
-United States Department of Justice: 
http://www.ovw.usdoj.gov/sexassault.htm 
-Rape Abuse and Incest National Network (RAINN): 
www.rainn.org 
-Pandora's Project: www.pandys.org-Male Survivor: 
http://www.malesurvivor.org 
-Illinois State Police: 
http://www.isp.state.il.us/crime/assault.cfm 
3)http://www.nij.gov/topics/crime/rape-sexual-violence/victims-perpetrators.htm 
( 4 )http://www. rain n.org/get-i nf ormation/statistics/reporting-rates 
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house or running errands with 2.5 ALESTLE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
GIVE YOU MORE! 
year old . Will pay $10/hr cash. It K5 
interested, please email reply to 
Janelle. we you Email janellenativi@hotmail.com • do you a5 us? 
Place your classified ad at a 
time convenient for you using 
our easy, secure online 
interface at 
alestlelive.com/classifieds 
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES: 
1 D word minimum for all ads. 
20 cents a word 1-2 insertions, per insertion 
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per 
insertion 
17 cents a word 20+ insertions, per insertion 
Print Extras: 
All bold, additional $5 
Web Extras Vary 
Please schedule your ad carefully as 
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections 
must be noted on the first day 
the ad appears in the newspaper. 
Deadlines: 
By noon Monday for Wednesday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com 
Alestle Office Hours: 
MUC2022 
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friaay 
HELP WANTED 
General Labor position working in 
our newspaper post production 
operation. 
-Immediate opening (15-30 hours 
per week) 
-Must be able to work Friday 
evenings 
-Mechanically Inclined 
-Enjoy hands-on work 
-Understands Teamwork 
-Skilled in both verbal and written 
communication 
Apply in person 
Edwardsville Intelligencer 
117 N Second 
Edwardsville, IL 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Email dvonderhaar@hearstnp.com 
Child care needed for 3 children, 
ages 2.5 years and twins 1 year at 
our home in Edwardsville near SIUE 
campus for approximately 10 - 15 
hours per week. Need assistance 
Monday evenings 5-8 pm to help 
mother with feeding and bedtime 
routine . Other times are flexible, but 
preferred hours are Wed or Fri 
mornings 8 am until 1 pm. Some 
weekend availability required 
occasionally. Childcare experience 
with babies and references required. 
Assistance needed with meals, 
baths, and playing with children (not 
expected to watch all 3 children at 
once). Mother will either be around 
Shangri-La Ch inese Restaurant is 
looking for part-time servers, a 
dishwasher and a delivery driver. 
Apply in person at l039 Century 
Drive, Edwardsville.or call Hannah 
656-9888 
Part-time secretary: As needed basis. 
Fax resume and cover letter to 
618.655.0892 or email to 
josephguram@yahoo.com 
FOR RENT 
Very clean. 1.5 baths. 15 minutes 
to SIUE and St. Louis. $660mo 
includes water, sewer and trash 
service. Washer and dryer in unit. 
On-site mgr/maint. No pets. No 
smoking. 618-931-4700 
www.fairway-estates.net 
email: fairwayestates@charter.net 
2 and 3 Bedroom Townhomes 
2BR 1.58A $825/month. 3BR 2.5BA 
$1260/month. W/d hook-up, 
microwave, dishwasher, 
oven/range, refrigerator. Select 
units free basic cable. Pet-friendly. 
Move-in specials! 
Cherry Hills Properties 
618-692-9310 
House for rent $1050/month 
House with 3 bed, 2 bath, fenced 
yard, dishwasher, oft street 
parking/garage, walking distance to 
downtown Edwardsvile and bus 
stop. Call 618-420-4229 
Email stephlynn28@hotmail.com 
Efficiency Apart. 304 Sq Ft Dwntown 
E'ville. Stove, fridge and 
Water/Sewer/Trash inc. No 
pets/smoking. $50 background 
check. $450 deposit. $450/mo. 978-
5044 
Email ebeetne@siue.edu 
4 bdrm 1.5 bath. 2 car garage. Full 
basement. First floor 1080 sq ft . 
Second floor about 500 sq ft. 
Finished basement includes family 
room & 1 bdrm. Stove, Fridge & 
Washer/dryer furnished. No 
pets/smoking. $50 background 
check. $1250 deposit. $1250/mo. 
978-5044 
Email ebeetne@siue.edu 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Financial Accounting Tutors and 
Homework Help. US Based, 
Affordable, Secure Site, 
Http://www.tracstutor.com. 
-
Info: 580-453-9530 or 
tutoring@tracstutor.com 
2123 S. Rt.157 
Edwardsville, IL 62025 
Mention This Ad to Receive 
$5ott'~haircut 
$10°tt color 
With Stylist Kristen Shive 
facebook.com/alestlelive 
. ble monthly prizes like a 
Enter to w,n vawlu?, HDTV and more/ 
laptop, 11, 
,5 a f EE ••• 
Visit www.scu.org for a list of 
branch locations. 
s. 
Visit www.gliks.com to 
find your nearest location 
